In this paper we analyze the capacity of a special model for arbitrarily varying classical-quantum channels when the sender and the receiver use a weak resource. In this model a jammer has side information about the channel input. We determine the correlation assisted capacity. As an application, we determine the correlation assisted common randomness capacity with informed jammer. We also analyze these both capacities when only a small amount of correlation is available.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this work we consider arbitrarily varying classical quantum channels (AVQCs). The capacity of classical quantum channels has been determined in [13] , [16] , and [17] . An arbitrarily varying channel (AVC) describes communication including a jammer who tries to disturb the legal parties' communication by changing his input in every channel use. This model completely captures all possible jamming attacks depending on the knowledge of the jammer. The AVC was introduced in [7] . In [5] the capacity of arbitrarily varying classical-quantum channels is analyzed. A lower bound of the capacity has been given. An alternative proof of [5] 's result and a proof of the strong converse are given in [6] . To share resources is a well-studied assistance. In 1978 Ahlswede demonstrated in [2] the importance of the resources (of shared randomness) in a very clear form by showing the surprising result that either the deterministic capacity of an AVC is zero or it is equal to its randomness assisted capacity (Ahlswede dichotomy). In [11] a classification of various resources is given. A distinction is made between two extremal cases: randomness and correlation. Randomness is the strongest resource, it requires a perfect copy of the outcome of a random experiment, and thus we should assume an additional perfect channel to generate this kind of resources. On the other hand, correlation is the weakest resource. The work [11] common randomness is a stronger resource than correlation in the following sense: a sufficiently large amount of common randomness allows the sender and receiver to asymptotically simulate the statistics of any correlation. On the contrary, an example is given when not even a finite amount of common randomness can be extracted from a given correlation. In all the above-mentioned works it is assumed that the jammer has no knowledge about the transmitted codeword. In many applications, especially for secure communications, it is too optimistic to assume this. Thus in this paper we want to consider the scenario where the jammer knows the input codeword. This work is a extension of our previous paper [8] , where we determined the randomness assisted capacity of AVCQCs with a jammer knowing the channel input. However, as [11] showed, common randomness is a very "costly" resource. A promising result of this work is that the much "cheaper" resource, the correlation, is also an equally powerful resource. Furthermore, a correlation (V , V ) does not have to be "very good" to be helpful in achieving a positive secrecy capacity. We also show that the same capacity can been archived using a smaller amount (as compared to the number of channel uses) of correlation without further communication. As an application of our results, we turn to the question: How much common randomness an AVCQC with an informed jammer can generate, by using correlation as resource. Capacities of common randomness generation over several classical channel network models have been determined in [4] . In this work, we deliver the over AVCQC common randomness generation capacity with informed jammer using correlation as resource. We also analyze the case when only a smaller amount (as compared to the number of channel uses) of correlation is used.
II. DEFINITIONS AND COMMUNICATION MODELS
For a finite-dimensional complex Hilbert space H, we denote the (convex) set of density operators on H by S(H).
Throughout the paper the logarithm base is 2.
Definition II.1. A classical-quantum channel is a mapping W : X → S(H), specified by a set of quantum states {ρ(x), x ∈ X } ⊂ S(H), indexed by "input letters" x in a finite set X . X and H are called input alphabet and output space respectively. We define the n-th extension of classical-quantum channel W as follows. The channel outputs a quantum state ρ ⊗n (x) := ρ(x 1 ) ⊗ ρ(x 2 ) ⊗ . . . , ⊗ρ(x n ), in the nth tensor power H ⊗n of the output space H, when an input codeword x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) ∈ X n of length n is input into the channel.
For a quantum state ρ ∈ S(H) we denote the von Neumann entropy of ρ by S(ρ) = −tr(ρ log ρ). For a classical-quantum channel W and a probability distribution P on X , the Holevo quantity χ is defined as χ(P ; W ) = S( x P (x)ρ(x)) − x P (x)S(ρ(x)). Definition II.2. A arbitrarily varying classical quantum channel W is specified by a set {{ρ(x, s), x ∈ X }, s ∈ S} of classical quantum channels with a common input alphabet X and output space H, which are indexed by elements s in a finite set S. Elements s ∈ S usually are called the states of the channel. W outputs a quantum state ρ ⊗n (x, s)
. , x n ) is input into the channel, and the channel is governed by a state sequence s = (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n ), while the state varies from symbol to symbol in an arbitrary manner.
We assume that the channel state s is under control of the jammer. Without loss of generality we also assume that the jammer always chooses the most advantageous attacking strategy according to his knowledges. This is important for the applications of our result to other channel models, e.g. compound channels.
Definition II.3. A (n, J n ) code of length n consists of its codebook U and decoding measurement {D(i), i ∈ I}, where U := {u(i), i ∈ I} is a subset of input alphabet X n indexed by messages i in the message set I = {1, . . . , J n }, and
Definition II.4. A non-negative number R is an achievable rate for a classical-quantum channel ρ(x) if for every > 0, δ > 0, and sufficiently large n there exists an (n, J n ) code U, {D j : j = 1, · · · J n } such that log Jn n > R − δ, and
The supremum on achievable rates of ρ(x) is called the capacity of ρ(x), denoted by C(ρ).
Our scenario (when the jammer knows the input codeword) is already a challenging topic for classical AVCs. This has been analyzed by Sarwate in [15] , where only random assisted capacity has been determined. The deterministic capacity formula, i.e., without additional resource, is even in the classical case an open problem. It has been shown by Ahlswede in [1] that the classical capacity for AVC under maximal error criterion in this scenario contains the zero-error capacity of related discrete memoryless channels as a special case. A deterministic capacity formula for this is still unknown. In particular, [8] shows a violation of Ahlswede dichotomy in our scenario. Coding for AVCQC is even much harder. Due to the non-commutativity of quantum operators, many techniques, concepts and methods of classical information theory, for instance, non-standard decoder and list decoding (which has been used in [15] 's proof), may not be extended to quantum information theory. In [8] we determined the random assisted capacities of AVCQCs when the jammer has access to the channel input. However, as [11] showed, common randomness is a very "costly" resource, we have to require that the sender and the receiver each obtains a perfect copy of a random experiment's output. Thus we consider in this work the correlation as resource, which is a much "cheaper" resource in the sense that we can simulate any (V , V ) correlation by common randomness asymptotically, but there exists a class of sequences of bipartite distributions which cannot model common randomness (cf. [11] ). A correlated source is a discrete memoryless source (DMS) ((V n , V n )) n , observed by the sender and receiver, modeled by n independent copies of a random variable (V , V ) with values in some finite set V × V. The sender accesses to the random variable V n , and the receiver to V n . Since ((V n , V n )) n is memoryless we also say (V , V ) instead of ((V n , V n )) n . In this work we assume that I(V , V ) > 0 and, with the exception of Section IV,
It has been shown in [3] that this is a helpful resource for information transmission through an arbitrarily varying classical channel: The use of mere correlation does already allow one to transmit messages at any rate that is achievable using the optimal form of shared randomness.
Definition II.5. We assume that the transmitters have access to a correlated source (V , V ) with alphabets (V , V).
x ∈ X }, s ∈ S} consists of a set of encoders u v n : {1, · · · , J n } → X n : v n ∈ V n , and a collections of positive-semidefinite operators sets {D
Definition II. 6 . Let (V , V ) with alphabets (V , V), be an arbitrarily correlated source. A non-negative number R is an achievable (V , V )-correlation assisted rate with informed jammer for the AVCQC W = {{ρ(x, s), x ∈ X }, s ∈ S} if for every > 0, δ > 0, and sufficiently large n there exists a (V , V )-correlation assisted (n,
). Here the maximum max s n (·) is taken over all functions X n → S n . For a given correlated source (V , V ), the supremum on achievable (V , V )-correlation assisted rates of W with informed jammer is called the (V , V )-correlation assisted capacity with informed jammer, denoted by C(W, s ∈ S}; corr(V , V )).
Definition II.7. Let (V , V ) be an arbitrarily correlated source. For a sequence of natural numbers 
). The supremum on achievable ((V , V ), (l n ) n∈N )-correlation assisted rates of W with informed jammer is called the ((V , V ), (l n ) n∈N )correlation assisted capacity with informed jammer, denoted by C(W; corr(V , V ), (l n ) n∈N ).
III. MAIN RESULTS AND PROOFS
Here we give sketches of proofs for our main results. For the complete proof we suggest our readers to view our full version [9] . [3] showed for classical AVCs the equality of correlation assisted capacity and random assisted capacity (under average error criterion) for any correlated source (V , V ) (with I(V , V ) > 0) when the jammer has no side information. The idea of the proof was at first to show the correlation assisted capacity satisfies the positivity conditions of [12] .
Then the channel uses can create a sufficient amount common randomness using a negligible amount of bits. For this proof it is essential that the the randomness is uniformly distributed. However when the jammer has side information about the channel input, the results of [12] can not be applied since there is no Ahlswede Dichotomy (cf. [8] ). For classical AVCs with informed jammer, the equality of correlation assisted capacity and random assisted capacity can be proved in the following way: At first we show that the classical correlation assisted capacity for any correlated source (V , V ) satisfies the positivity condition of [14] , i.e., there is a hyperspace separating the classical channel outputs into two parts in their vector space. Then similar to the proof of [3] , the channel uses can create common randomness using a negligible amount of bits. Kiefer and Wolfowitz showed the in [14] the positivity, if their condition is fulfilled, by constructing a classical binary point to point channel. However one of the main difficulties is that we can not apply the classical results of Kiefer and Wolfowitz for correlations directly on the set of quantum states since they do not form a vector space. Thus we have to find a new approach to show a quantum version of the classical positivity condition of [14] by Lemma III.2 below. Furthermore we showed that the the correlation assisted capacity an AVCQC for any correlated source (V , V ) of satisfies this positivity condition by Lemma III.1 below. The last step is creating a sufficient amount common randomness using a negligible amount of bits similar to the technique in [6] . In our previous work [8] we delivered the random assisted capacity when the jammer has side information about the channel input. For this proof only a negligible amount of randomness was needed. This together with our last step demonstrate the equality of correlation assisted capacity and random assisted capacity for AVCQCs. We show the last step in the proof of Theorem III.3. For our proof it is essential that the the randomness is uniformly distributed.
Let (V , V ) with alphabets (Ṽ ,Ṽ), be an arbitrarily correlated source and {ρ(x, s) : x ∈ X , s ∈ S} be an AVCQC with input alphabet X and output space H. For a mapping g :Ṽ → X and a conditional probability distribution Q ∈ P(S|X ), where P(S|X ) is the set of conditional probability distributions from X to the state set S of W, we define ν(v|g, Q) : If max ρ∈W C(ρ) > 0 we can find g 0 and g 1 :Ṽ → X such that
(1)
Sketch of Proof:
Let min ρ∈W C(ρ) > 0, V = V = {0, 1} and |X | = α. Let ι be the smallest integer κ such that κ τ }. We show there exist two functions g 0 and g 1 : V ι → X satisfying g 0 (v ι (m a )) = x(0), g 1 (v ι (m a )) = x(m) for m ∈ X , and P n V (g −1 0 (x)) = P n V (g −1 1 (x)) for all x ∈ X (we will need this property for the proof of Theorem III.3). Assume that A(g 0 ) ∩ A(g 1 ) = 0, then there exist Q 0 , Q 1 ∈ P(S|X ) such that for all v ι
We denote for all t the |V t | × |V t | matrix whose
, or det(P 1 ) = 0. Therefore P t = P ⊗t 1 is a full rank matrix for all t. Let w be the d|V ι | × d matrix, where d := dim H, whose components are
Then (2) can be rewritten as P ι ⊗ id H w = 0 H . Because P ι has full rank, the linear function P ι z |V | ι = 0 with respect to z |V | ι has no non-zero solution. This implies that for all u ι for m = 1, 2, . . . α − 1. By choosing ( s Q 1 (s|x(0)) ρ(x(0), s)) and ( s Q 0 (s |x(m)) ρ(x(m), s )) for m = 1, . . . , α − 1, we have a channel inρ with identity row, which is contradict to the assumption min ρ∈W C(ρ) > 0.
Lemma III.2. There is r > 0 such that for all , λ > 0, there is (n, 2 nr ) correlation assisted code for sufficiently large n, with maximum probability of error smaller than λ and rate r > r − , if the exists two mappings g k , k = 0, 1 from V to X with
The set P (S|X ) is bounded and equal to P (S|X ) and thus convex and compact. For a fixed g, v(g, ·) : P (S|X ) → H |Ṽ| is linear, thus for every given g, A(g) is also a convex compact set. A(g k ), k = 0, 1 are compact convex sets in the |Ṽ|dimensional real space. When A(g 0 ) ∩ A(g 1 ) = ∅ holds, then there is a hyperspaceH which separates A(g 0 ) and A(g 1 ). Now we can use the same technique in [14] to construct a classical binary point to point channel (except that we apply the code for AVCQC instead of a error correcting code at the last step). Now we can state our main result. (5)
In [8] it has been shown that the random correlated capacity of W with informed jammer is equal to minρ (·)∈W χ(P X ,ρ(·)). Since the (V , V )-correlation assisted capacity cannot exceed the randomness assisted capacity, the converse is trivial. By Lemma III.2 we can apply coding theorem of AVC with binary output to build a two-part code word, the first part is used to create the randomness for the sender and the receiver, the second is used to transmit the message to the receiver. Here we use the property P n V (g −1 0 (x)) = P n V (g −1 1 (x)) for all x ∈ X in the proof of Lemma III.1 to show that the randomness we built is a uniformly distributed random variable. Furthermore we show that that the jammer learns nothing about the resource when he see the input code word (else the resource would be rendered completely useless (cf. [10] )).
Notice that the second part of this two-part codeword does not depend on the correlation, while the first part grows logarithmically, this implies the following corollary: 
IV. APPLICATIONS Common randomness generating plays a fundamental role in various problems of cryptography and information theory. Here the channel users want to calculate a shared random variable using an AVCQC and correlation as resource. This can be used, for instance, as a strong resource for a randomized protocol. Common randomness generating over a classical AVC using correlation as resource, where the jammer has no side information, was first introduced in [4] . As an application of our results we want now analyze the common randomness generating using correlation as resource when the jammer knows the input codeword. We assume that the sender and the receiver want to use a correlated assisted code to generate a pair of random variables (J, L), both distributed on a finite set J , such that the probability that J = L can be kept arbitrarily small.
Definition IV.1. Let W = {{ρ(x, s), x ∈ X }, s ∈ S} be an AVCQC and (V , V ) with alphabets (V , V) be an arbitrarily correlated source. A non-negative number R is an achievable (V , V )-correlation (or ((V , V ), (l n ) n∈N )-correlation, respectively) assisted common randomness rate with informed jammer for W if for every > 0, δ > 0, and sufficiently large n there exists a random variables J distributed on a finite set J , a set of encoders u v n : J → X n : v n ∈ V n (or encoders u v ln : J → X n : v ln ∈ V ln , respectively) and a set of measurements {L v n : S(H ⊗n ) → J : v n ∈ V n } (or measurements L v ln : S(H ⊗n ) → P (J ) : v ln ∈ V ln , respectively) such that 1 n H(J) > R − δ and max s n (·) P r {J = L (ρ (U V n , s n (U V n )) , V n )} < (or max s n (·) P r J = L ρ (U V ln , s n (U V ln )) , V ln < , respectively). The supremum on achievable (V , V )correlation and ((V , V ), (l n ) n∈N )-correlation, respectively, assisted common randomness rate with informed jammer for W is called the (V , V )-correlation (or ((V , V ), (l n ) n∈N )correlation, respectively) assisted common randomness capacity with informed jammer for W, denoted byC(W) (or C(W, (l n ) n∈N ), respectively).
Corollary IV.2. Let (V , V ) with alphabets (Ṽ ,Ṽ), be an arbitrarily correlated source and W = {ρ(x, s) : x ∈ X , s ∈ S} be an AVCQC. There is a sequence of natural numbers (l n ) n∈N such that l n < n for all n ∈ N and C(W, (l n ) n∈N ) = max P min ρ(·)∈W χ(P,ρ(·)) + lim inf n→∞ l n n I(V , V ).
Sketch of Proof:
We contract an (n, l n , J n ) two-part code as in the proof for Theorem III.3, where the second part is a randomness assisted code sending the random out put of a variable uniformly distributed on {1, · · · J n }, and the first part is a correlation assisted code both sending |K| messages (which are used as common randomness for the second part), and create to generate random variables K s and K r , both uniformly distributed on {1, · · · , L ln }, with P r{K s = K r } < for any positive using classical common randomness generation technique in [4] . The converse is similar to the converse of Corollary IV.3. 
